
PARIS: The UN’s cultural agency UNESCO said on
Tuesday it was ready to provide assistance after two
sites listed on its World Heritage list in Syria and Turkey
sustained damage in the devastating earthquake.  As
well as the damage to the old city of Syria’s Aleppo and
the fortress in the southeastern Turkish city of
Diyarbakir, UNESCO said at least three other World
Heritage sites could be affected. “Our organisation will
provide assistance within its mandate,” said UNESCO
director general Audrey Azoulay. A statement from
UNESCO said it and partners had already carried out
an initial survey of the damage of the quake which
struck before dawn on Monday.

It said it was “particularly concerned” about the old
city of Aleppo, which has been on its list of World
Heritage in Danger since 2013 due to the Syrian civil
war. “Significant damage has been noted in the citadel.
The western tower of the old city wall has collapsed and
several buildings in the souks have been weakened,” it
said. Aleppo was Syria’s pre-war commercial hub and
considered one of the world’s longest continuously
inhabited cities, boasting markets, mosques, cara-
vanserais, and public baths. But a brutal siege imposed
on rebels by government forces left it disfigured.

Syria’s directorate of antiquities had already raised
concern about the damage on Wednesday, saying parts
of Aleppo’s northern defensive walls had collapsed. 

‘Rapidly secure’ sites 
In Turkey, UNESCO said it was saddened by the

“collapse of several buildings” at the World Heritage
site of the Diyarbakir Fortress and the adjacent Hevsel
Gardens. It emphasised that the entire area was an
important centre of the Roman, Sassanid, Byzantine,
Islamic and Ottoman periods.

The pre-dawn quake hit near Gaziantep in south-
eastern Turkey at a depth of about 18 kilometres (11
miles), the US Geological Survey said. With weather
conditions and the remote nature of the areas making
access and information hard to come by, UNESCO said
other sites on the World Heritage list not far from the
epicentre could be affected.

It said these included the famed neolithic site of
Gobekli Tepe in Sanliurfa province, home to the world’s
oldest known megaliths some 10,000 years old.
UNESCO is also concerned about the Nemrut Dag site,
one of Turkey’s most iconic attractions due to the giant
statues that are part of an ancient royal tomb erected
high on a mountain, it said.

The third site is the neo-Hittite archaeological site
of Arslantepe outside Malatya, a city also badly hit
by the earthquake. “UNESCO is mobilising its
experts, to establish a precise inventory of the dam-
age with the aim of rapidly securing and stabilising
these sites,” it said. — AFP
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UNESCO sounds alarm over quake 
damage to Turkey, Syria heritage

Parts of Aleppo’s northern defensive walls had collapsed

ALEPPO: A picture shows rubble in Aleppo’s old town on February 7, 2023 following a deadly quake. The Syrian Red
Crescent appealed to Western countries to lift sanctions and provide aid after a powerful earthquake killed more
than 1,600 people across the war-torn country. — AFP

KAHRAMANMARAS: Mesut Hancer holds the hand of his
15-year-old daughter Irmak, who died in the earthquake in
Kahramanmaras, close to the quake’s epicenter. — AFP

Turkey quake victims 
hungry as winter 
hampers aid efforts
SANLIURFA: In the Turkish city of Sanliurfa, sur-
vivors of the massive quake that has wreaked death,
destruction and havoc on the region face an invisi-
ble but powerful threat-hunger. As the morning sun
illuminates the sky, Sanliurfa’s cracked streets look
empty. The mercury is only just above freezing, but
it feels much colder.

Like their neighbours in the other nine provinces
hit by Monday’s 7.8-magnitude quake and its fright-
ening aftershocks, the people of Sanliurfa are
focused on basic survival. Turkey’s most powerful
quake in almost 100 years had struck this remote
border region with Syria in the early hours on
Monday, killing more than 5,000 people in Turkey
and neighbouring Syria.

Dozens of Sanliurfa families found refuge in the
imposing Hilton hotel’s ground floor. Early on
Tuesday, most of the parents huddling with their
children have not slept a wink. “We arrived here at
3:00 pm yesterday, the hotel gave us soup in the
evening, but the night has passed. We’re hungry, and
the children too,” said Imam Caglar, 42.

“The bakeries will be closed today, I don’t know
how we will find bread,” the father of three said. It’s
out of the question to go fetch food from his flat,
located a few streets away, because of the danger
that the building might suddenly crumble.

“We live on the first floor out of three, we’re too
scared to return,” he says, shaking his head. “Our
building is not safe at all.” 

Winter hampers response 
The Turkish government is scrambling to house

people forced into the street after their homes either
collapsed or were too risky to stay in because of the
aftershocks. Hundreds of thousands spent the night
in dormitories, schools, mosques and other public
buildings, while others sheltered in hotels that
opened their doors for free.

Supplying them with food and other basic aid
has been a challenge. A winter storm has made
the region’s roads, some of them heavily damaged
by the tremors, nearly impassable. Many local air-
ports are shut, their runways in need of repair.
“We had a small bowl of soup, that’s not enough,”
says Mehmet Cilde, 56, a father of six. He hopes
that the local municipality will eventually provide
food. But, he admits, “we have no information,
nothing”.

‘Nothing but blankets’ 
The situation is even more dire for Filiz Cifci. She

missed the soup distribution on Monday evening,
further along the street from the Hilton hotel. Cifci
and her three children, who fled their home before
dawn Monday with only their three blankets and
phones, preferred to skip a meal than wait in the
wind and cold rain.

“We only had tea and coffee yesterday evening,
nothing else,” she said, in a headscarf and purple
tunic, sitting close to the hotel’s bathroom, where
families get drinking water. She doesn’t know if her
children will have enough to eat on Tuesday and in
the coming days. “For now we have nothing but our
blankets,” she said. She paused, then added: “At
least here, the water is drinkable.” — AFP

Silent phones, 
freezing rain 
and anguish 
SANLIURFA: A stream of cars crawled north out
of the shattered city of Sanliurfa, taking traumatised
residents a little further from the scene of Turkey’s
most powerful earthquake in decades. On the oppo-
site side of the road, a distraught family walked in
the freezing rain, their belongings piled into a
stroller, looking for shelter to spend the night.

Sanliurfa, one of the bigger cities of southeastern
Turkey, was hammered by the massive quake that
claimed at least 3,000 lives across the mostly
Kurdish region and neighbouring Syria. The disaster
toppled nearly 3,500 buildings across 10 provinces,
injuring more than 11,000 people and leaving an
unknown number trapped under debris.

The sheer scale of the disaster seemed over-
whelming. But it came into focus on one of
Sanliurfa’s main boulevards, where dozens of res-
cuers were trying to pull survivors from a seven-
story building that was reduced to mounds of dirt
and debris. At least 30 people are known to have
died in this province, where 200 buildings crumbled
from the 7.8-magnitude pre-dawn tremor and
incessant waves of aftershocks.

Omer El Cuneyd hoped against hope that it
would not climb here any further. “There is a family
I know under the rubble,” said the 20-year-old
Syrian student, who lives nearby. “Until 11:00 am or
noon, my friend was still answering the phone. But
she no longer answers. She is down there. I think
her battery ran out,” he said, trying to stay positive.

‘We will stay’ 
But it was no simple task-In front of him lay the

gutted remains of a sofa, a chair with splintered
metal legs, and some torn curtains, all signs of the
calm, simple life left behind. Dozens of people tried
to lift huge chunks of concrete debris, urgently lis-
tening for hints of life.

They would take silent pauses, peering into the
rubble, filled with a mixture of exhaustion, anguish
and hope. Omer said he and his friends would stay
here all night, no matter the rain and cold. “I have
to,” he said. A short walk away, Emin Kacmaz hud-
dled around an improvised fire he built up with his
three salesmen outside their furniture store.
Wrapped tightly in threadbare blankets, the stood
guarding the shattered shop from thieves.

The store’s gigantic windows were shattered and
its huge columns cracked, barely able to support the
seven stories of the damaged building looming omi-
nously overhead.  “The building is not safe,” the 30-
year-old said, but he was not about to budge. “We
will stay here all night. It’s our livelihood.”

‘Everyone is afraid’ 
A few hundred metres away, in a parking lot on

the same avenue, Mustafa Koyuncu, 55, his wife and
their five children sat crammed in a white car. They
were not moving-few people seemed to be.

“We are waiting here because we can’t go home.
For the moment, it is forbidden,” Koyuncu said,
referring to a government order for everyone to
stay out on the street for their safety. He still held
out some hope of being able to return home later
Monday.

But if that did not work out, they would all head
to a neighbourhood mosque, which like many others
has been transformed into a reception centre. “Our
building is safe,” Koyuncu insisted. His oldest
daughter dared to disagree.

“No, he’s not so sure it is!” she interjected. The
father’s reassuring tone quickly faded. “Who isn’t
afraid right now?” he conceded. “Everyone is
afraid.”—AFP

HATAY: An earthquake survivor reacts as rescuers look for victims and other survivors in Hatay, the day after a 7.8-
magnitude earthquake struck the country’s southeast on February 7, 2023. — AFP

Syrian prison 
holding 20 IS 
inmates escape
AZAZ: Prisoners mutinied in a northwestern Syria
prison Monday following a deadly earthquake, with
at least 20 escaping the jail holding mostly Islamic
State group members, a source at the facility told
AFP. The military police prison in the town of Rajo
near the Turkish border holds about 2,000 inmates,
with about 1,300 of them suspected to be IS fighters,
said the source.

The prison also holds fighters from Kurdish-led
forces. “After the earthquake struck, Rajo was affected
and inmates started to mutiny and took control of
parts of the prison,” said the official at Rajo jail, which
is controlled by pro-Turkish factions.

“About 20 prisoners fled... who are believed to be
IS militants.” The 7.8-magnitude quake-which was fol-
lowed by dozens of aftershocks in the region-caused
damage to the prison, with walls and doors cracking,
the source added. The British-based Syrian
Observatory for Human Rights war monitor said it
could not verify whether prisoners had escaped, but
confirmed there was a mutiny.

At least 1,444 people died Monday across Syria
after the devastating earthquake that had its epicentre
in southwestern Turkey, the government and rescuers

said. In rebel-held parts of the country’s northwest, at
least 733 people were killed and more than 2,100
injured, according to the White Helmets rescue group.

The incident in Rajo comes on the heels of an IS
attack in December on a security complex in their for-
mer de facto Syrian capital of Raqa, which aimed to
free fellow jihadists from a prison there. Six members
of the Kurdish-led security forces that control the area
were killed in the foiled assault.

The conflict in Syria started in 2011 with the bru-
tal repression of peaceful protests and escalated to
pull in foreign powers and global jihadists. Nearly
half a million people have been killed, and the con-
flict has forced around half of the country’s pre-war
population from their homes, with many seeking
refuge in Turkey. — AFP

Why was the 
Turkey-Syria 
quake deadly?
PARIS: A combination of factors made the powerful
earthquake that struck Turkey and Syria early Monday
particularly deadly, including its timing, location, rela-
tively quiet fault line and the weak construction of the
collapsed buildings, experts said. More than 2,300
people have been killed by the 7.8-magnitude quake
near Turkey’s Syrian border, with the toll expected to
grow as aftershocks reverberate throughout the day.

The earthquake caused such devastation partly
because of its power — it is the strongest earthquake
to hit Turkey since 1939 — and because it hit a popu-
lated region. Another reason is that it occurred at
04:17 am (0117 GMT), which meant that sleeping peo-
ple were “trapped when their houses collapsed,”
Roger Musson, honorary research associate at the
British Geological Survey, told AFP.

The construction of buildings was also not “really
adequate for an area that’s susceptible to large earth-
quakes,” said the author of the book “The Million
Death Quake”. That could partly be due to the fact
that the fault line on which the earthquake struck has
been relatively quiet recently.

Turkey is in one of the world’s most active earth-
quake zones. A quake along the North Anatolian fault
line in the northern Turkish region of Duzce killed
more than 17,000 people in 1999. But Monday’s earth-
quake occurred on the other side of the country, along
the East Anatolian fault.

The East Anatolian fault has not had a magnitude-7
quake for over two centuries, which could mean peo-
ple were “neglecting how dangerous” it is, Musson
said. Because it had been so long since the last big
quake, “quite a lot of energy” may have built up,
Musson theorised. The strength of the aftershocks on
Monday, including a huge 7.5-magnitude tremor, sup-
ported this theory, he added. 

‘Rerun’ of 1822 
This earthquake was “almost a rerun” of a 7.4 mag-

nitude one in the same area on August 13, 1822,
Musson said. It caused “an enormous amount of dam-
age, whole towns in ruins, and casualties in the tens of
thousands,” he said. Aftershocks from that quake con-
tinued to rumble until June the following year. The epi-
centre of Monday’s earthquake was at a relatively
shallow depth of about 17.9 kilometres (11 miles) near
the Turkish city of Gaziantep, which is home to around
two million people.

It was caused by the Arabian tectonic plate moving
northward, “scraping past Turkey,” Musson said.
“Because it cannot move smoothly, it sticks,” he said.
“The release of that movement along the fault is what
produces a major earthquake like the one we’ve had
today.” Musson emphasised that the epicentre of such
an earthquake was less important than how far the
rupture extended along the fault line — in this case,
around 100 kilometres (62 miles). “This means that
anywhere within the 100 kilometres along the trend of
the fault is effectively right on top of the earthquake,”
he said. Carmen Solana, a volcanologist at the UK’s
Portsmouth University, said that because earthquakes
cannot be predicted, tremor-resistant buildings were
crucial in affected areas. “The resistant infrastructure
is unfortunately patchy in South Turkey and especially
Syria, so saving lives now mostly relies” on efforts to
rescue survivors, she added.—AFP


